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 You can now save the tracks you design to a format that Trainz can read. With the new Track Editor you can draw a track on
the map and then zoom in to make changes. When you view the track in the editor, you can pan left and right, move the track

back and forth, and zoom in or out to examine the track's components. You can see the turnouts, the direction of the track, and
turn the track around and look at the stations. Updated graphics The new graphics engine offers a smoother camera view and

more realistic maps of places like cities, forests, and mountains. The vegetation is more detailed, and the landmarks are sharper.
You will notice that water features like rivers, lakes, and swamps look much more natural than before. New train components
The new graphics engine allows you to see the details of the train, such as windows, air compressors, and doors. You can see
what is happening as it happens, such as when the doors open and close. You can also see what is happening inside the train,

such as when a passenger opens or closes a door. This means you can have more choices about how to depict train components
than before. For example, passengers can now sit and stand on the train instead of using a layout. You can display the

appearance of the train without disturbing your train's movement. This lets you display passengers, for example, boarding the
train and viewing the route. New locomotives The new locomotives include many features not available in earlier versions, such
as diesel and electric locomotives, trains from all over the world, and even the possibility of trains driven by a team of up to 12
locomotives. New train engines The new graphics engine makes it easier to display the entire train in a single view. You can see

the individual train cars as you zoom in and out. You can see which train car is the nearest to the camera, which helps you
determine how to show the locomotive. You can see how many people are in the train, and you can even track a specific

passenger. New routes With new graphics and new train components, Trainz comes with a bunch of new routes, including routes
around the world and all the major European countries. New terrain The terrain has been updated to a more detailed level. The

ground now includes fields, forests, and more. You can also see the same maps in 82157476af
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